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DISCUSSION 
Minutes. The October minutes were accepted as presented.  

Document Libraries. The vendor tested a patch in the Development Environment that seemed 
to correct the document library glitches that continuously show up on SiteImprove reports. Once 
we have the green light, we will launch it in Production. 

Accessibility progress. Alfonso has recently updated the district website with our quarterly 
statistics (the bubbles). https://www.rsccd.edu/Departments/Information-Technology-
Services/Accessibility/Pages/SCC.aspx. While we never quite reach zero, we are improving. 
Unfortunately new errors are continually being introduced while we are busy correcting others. 

Training Dates. Four people attended training on Tue, Oct 30 4:00pm; Two more dates are left. 
Thu, Nov 15, 12:00pm; and Fri, Dec 7, 10:00am. Amy will follow up with the Professional 
Development Committee to see if these are worth 1.5 hours of Flex credit. She asked but didn’t 
hear back. 

Mobile Website Issues. Loann has received complaints from students not being able to find 
information on our website when viewed on a cell phone. The “hamburger” at the top brings up 
the standard menu items. Any navigation links are found way at the bottom of the page. The 
carousel doesn’t show at all (on purpose). Instead we see the quilt of Micro-moments. Search 
doesn’t work. Alfonso suggests we gather and document issues in the months ahead, prioritize 
the list, and put them in the queue for resolution. 

Carousel. Loann doesn’t like that the carousel’s arrows (white with transparent background) are 
sometimes invisible against a white image. Some suggestions include 1) make a solid blue 
outline, 2) a 50% grey background, 3) add a circle with a solid color. Alfonso will round up some 
samples so we can choose our favorites. 

Distance Ed Committee link.  We have had a request from Amanda Carpenter for a link to the 
Distance Education Program Committee webpage to be added (alphabetically) in the ABOUT 
drop-down, Collegial Governance fly-out. We said OK. Amy will make the request of ITS. 

Non-Discrimination Policy. Starr request a link be added in the ABOUT drop-down that reads 
Non-Discrimination Policy. And also add a link at the bottom of every page in the footer (next to 
Complaints) that points to our Non-Discrimination Policy. We said OK. Alfonso will take this 
forward, since it is more detailed. 

 
 

ACTION ITEMS 
 Amy will connect (again) with PDC regarding flex-ability of our training dates. 
 Alfonso will get some samples of carousel arrow enhancements. 

 Alfonso will work to get Non-Discrimination Policy link added to the footer. 

 Amy will request Distance Ed drop down link. 

 Everyone will start collecting Mobile Web issues to attack. 
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